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”mutual merge of cultures without losing your own identity”
personal
emotional
based on real experiences
diary
diary

very personal
bad and good emotions, experiences, places...
diary

very personal
bad and good emotions, experiences, places...

too passive
finished, closed, uncontested
how to share personal experiences, emotions with everybody?
citydiary

take it to the streets
city becomes a diary
citydiary

explore and reflect
citydiary

how to achieve it?
a page of a diary

but a sticker
We are the Dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow.
Loved, and were loved, and now we lie
In Flanders fields.

Take up our quarrel with the foe:
To you from failing hands we throw
The torch; be yours to hold it high.
If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow
In Flanders fields.

Punch
Dec 8 1915

John Mccrae
We are the Dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset grow,
Loved, and were loved, and now we lie
In Flanders fields.

Take up our quarrel with the foe:
To you from failing hands we throw
The torch; be yours to hold it high.
If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow
In Flanders fields.

Punch
Dec 8, 1915

John McCrae
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27.08.2012

so yesterday my girlfriend had a birthday but she is still back home in Estonia, so me and my friend Anja were celebrating her birthday on this bench with a cake and wine...

I kinda miss her xxx
This is the best meeting point with friends!

You may not have a Dutch number for the few weeks in Delft. Just decide on time and come here! You won't need any more technology.

citydiary
http://goo.gl/maps/PsaOg
Did you forget to bring LAN cable like me? I had been out of internet for 2 days until I found this place! But I must warn you, it's a bit expensive.
Place to get cheap wash here. Only for small quantities. You need to put it in a long line. I got my first Holland here here!
What else is exploring a new city about BUT FINDING SUCH PLACES!
Hit the bar with your friends. It's a wonderful experience to drink beer while listening to the popular music.
Buy a phone card and keep in touch with your new friends.

PS: The Lyca can only be found in this shop.

citydiary
http://goo.gl/maps/PsaOg
I've never seen so many sticks of cheese before. Maybe I could buy a piece and have a taste of it!
Somewhere in the outskirts of Delft...
So beatiful...
So quiet...
now go and write your own city!